.

Dressage Saddles

STYLE.
PERFORMANCE.
DURABILITY.
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Ideal Saddles are a market leader in the
design and manufacture of fine saddles.
For over thirty years we have been based
in Walsall, the home of English saddlery,
and we believe our range of saddles
offers unrivalled choice in quality and
style for the discerning rider. With skilled
fitting, the finest workmanship and our
trademark flexibility we create the Ideal
Saddle. Ensuring that both rider and
horse achieve their best.

HAND-CRAFTED
PERFECTION.
Ideal Saddles are a market leader in the
design and manufacture of fine saddles.
For over thirty years we have been based
in Walsall, the home of English saddlery,
and we believe our range of saddles
offers unrivalled choice in quality and
style for the discerning rider. With skilled
fitting, the finest workmanship and our
trademark flexibility we create the Ideal
Saddle. Ensuring that both rider and
horse achieve their best.
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THE HEART AND SOUL
OF THE IDEAL SADDLE.
The heart of the Ideal Saddle, a WRS saddle tree,
has been fashioned through exhaustive research
and development, being designed and tested by
some of the world’s elite riders, thus provides an
exceptional fit on the horse.

If the tree is the heart of a
saddle then the leather is its
soul. Ideal knows more than a
little about leather and is expert
in sourcing the finest materials
for its products to ensure every
item of saddlery is made from
the most appropriate
leather of the
highest quality.

All trees are manufactured from birch wood
laminate veneers in a unique 3D jigsaw method;
clamped together and then oven cured for
superior strength.
The more open arch gives good clearance on
the horse’s withers. The points are specifically
designed so as not to impede the horse’s shoulder
movements. The angle of the side bars allows for a
narrower twist, enabling the rider to achieve
a closer leg position to the horse.
The bars are also anatomically
constructed to follow the
contours of the horses back.

All our trees a re manufactured to surpass the
latest British Standard BS 6635:2015
04

Lynx Pro Dressage
Manufactured on our own tree which has
been constructed to encourage and allow the
horse to ‘lift’ under the rider. The ergonomic
front block offers the correct support whilst
allowing lower leg autonomy and the mono
flap design ensures closeness between rider
and horse. This saddle is fitted with a shock
absorbent neoprene lined panel as standard.

“I’m delighted with
my Ideal saddle. It is
very comfortable and
perfectly fits me and my
horse. It gives me a close
contact and the feel that
I need to ride the higher
level movements!
HAYLEY WATSON-GREAVES

Finished in superior materials and supplied with a
matching girth and hide wrapped leathers.

Tree design
follows lift

Shock
absorber
panel

Sizes 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

Ergonomic front block
RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Impala Professional Dressage
Intended to be the perfect partner to our Impala
Pro Jump Saddle. The Impala Pro Dressage has
the same unique flap design as the Pro Jump,
making close contact riding a certainty.
Supplied with a matching leather girth and
hide wrapped leathers.
Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"

C lose contact

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Unique f lap design
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Lynx Twin Flap Deluxe

Open front arch

Like the Lynx Twin Flap, this dressage saddle
design was primarily for warmblood and
thoroughbred horses with wide bearing surface
to increase comfort and with a shock absorbent
neoprene lined panel to reduce pressure. On
the same tree as the Lynx Twin Flap Dressage
with a more elegant look. This versatile tree
fits a wide range of horses especially maturing
horses and those with a longer wither.

RANCH BLACK

SALA

Wide bearing
surface

SALA

Depth of
gusset

MILITARY

MILITARY

This prestigious saddle comes in a material
choice to suit you and is available with a
‘cupped’ block (supreme model). A truly
inspired saddle that is already proven and
esteemed by many top riders and their horses.
Sizes 16, 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

SALA

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

C upped
knee block

Deep seat

The tree in this saddle has been
technologically designed to allow room for
the muscle mass found at the thoracic part of
the trapezius (base of wither).

BLACK

Sizes 17", 17½" & 18"

RANCH BLACK

Tonishia Supreme

RANCH

C lose cut to
maximise shoulder
freedom

Constructed on the same tree as our popular
1650 Suzannah Dressage Saddle. The Martine
comes with a unique design stitched into the
sumptuous covered flap and the front has a
close cut profile to maximise shoulder freedom.

Sizes 15½" to 19"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork, General
Riding, Training

Martine Dressage

MILITARY LONDON

Shock
absorber
panel

Tree allows room
at trapezius

Suzannah Dressage
We noticed that of late we were being
repeatedly asked to make the same
modifications to our dressage saddles,
on further investigation and talking to our
customers it became apparent that we were
missing a sector in the dressage market. Wellschooled horses develop a back profile that
necessitated a new tree design; here is the
result - A serious saddle for the serious rider.

T he perfect
dressage seat

Wide bearing
surface saddle

Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

C upped block
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Roella

Jessica Professional
Narrow waist

This saddle is same in design as our Suzannah
1650, but is constructed on a tree with a
narrower waist, therefore will suit the more
petite rider.
Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

RANCH BLACK

SALA

Wide
bearing
area

MILITARY

A new design of the ever popular Jessica
saddle, which offers more panel for increased
bearing area but still allows freedom of
movement with a wide gullet. It has slightly
larger knee-rolls with contoured ghost-lines in
the knee-pads. A comfortable, affordable and
functional dressage saddle with that added
bit of style.
Sizes 16", 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"

Wide gullet

Wide
panel
area

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

C upped block

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

C ontoured f lap

Stuttgart Junior Dressage
This saddle has been created with the junior
competition rider in mind. Studies have shown
that many dressage saddles leave the younger
rider feeling ‘detached’ from their mount. We
have specially designed the tree and panel of
the Stuttgart to allow a more unified feeling
between pony and rider. The block is positioned
to act as a supportive aid when required.
Sizes 14", 14½", 15", 15½", 16" & 16½"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

Jessica
C lose contact seat
C ontoured
block

C lose
contact
panel

Since its launch on the 286 tree the Jessica
has been a true winner. Designed to meet
continual demands for a comfortable,
affordable and functional dressage saddle,
it has been met with constant praise. The
primary advantage of this tree is to allow
a wider gullet which allows freedom of
movement and at the same time increases
the bearing area in contact with the horse giving more opportunity for horse and rider to
realise their full potential.

Wide gullet

Broad seat

Wide panel
area

Sizes 16", 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY
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Podhajsky
This saddle was designed and built with
Colonel Alois Podhajsky, then Director of
the Spanish Riding School, to address the
need for a sound, comfortable saddle which
facilitates a deep seat without a restricted
‘locked seat’. Working Podhajsky saddles have
been used in the school for well over 20 years,
for training rider and horse. A saddle with
proven history.

Ideal Dressage

Deep open seat

The Ideal Dressage has the same flap size
and style as the Jessica but is built upon the
standard 10.5" seat tree, and suits the more
petite rider.

Open area

Open seat

Sizes 16", 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"

C lose
contact
panel

Sizes 17", 17½", 18" & 18½"

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

Narrow tree
RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, General
Riding, Training

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Unique f lap
& block
design

Rebecca Dressage
Developed as a grass roots flatwork saddle.
A versatile saddle that suits a wide range of
horses and riders. The seat and block have
been designed to be supportive without being
restrictive making it functional in a dressage
arena yet versatile enough to go for a sedate
hack. Also available as a show cut saddle.
Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Dressage, Flatwork

RANCH BLACK

SALA

Lynx Twin Flap

Seat support
framework

C ontoured block

Lynx Twin Flap: A dressage saddle designed
primarily for warmblood and thoroughbred
horses with wide bearing surface to increase
comfort and reduce pressure. On the same
tree as the Lynx Pro Dressage, giving the
same high quality ride.
Sizes 17", 17½" & 18"
Applications Dressage, Hacking, Flatwork,
General Riding

Depth of panel

MILITARY

RANCH BLACK

SALA

Wide
nearing
surface

MILITARY

Split pad
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Hayley W.G Dressage
Designed by International Grand Prix rider Hayley
Watson-Greaves to meet the needs of serious
dressage riders. Developed with a deep, but
unrestricting seat to aid the rider’s communication
with the horse as well as a tree with an open head
and slightly rearward position for free movement
of the horse’s shoulders without trapping the
trapezius muscle, allowing the horse to ‘lift’ under
the rider. A shock absorbent panel and a supersoft seat is standard.

Suzannah Mono Flap

Deep open seat

C lose
contact
panel

Applications Dressage, Flatwork, Training

Applications Dressage, Flatwork

Unique f lap
& block
design

SALA

Bag panel
design

Sizes 16", 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"

Sizes 17", 17½" & 18"

BLACK

Building on the success of our best-selling
Suzannah Twin Flap the Mono Flap offers
all the benefits of the Suzannah with the
addition of a closer contact seat and leg
position offered by its mono flap and bag
panel design. Manufactured as standard out
of the very highest quality supple leather the
Suzannah Mono Flap is a fantastic addition to
our dressage range.

C loser contact
seat and leg position

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

Supple leather

Ozelle
Open seat

An all new Mono Flap Dressage saddle from
Ideal. Featuring a shorter pointed more
petite saddle tree offering a European style
open seat. The Ozelle comes complete with
a cupped K3 roll and bag panel design which
combined with its mono flap gives the rider a
really close contact feel.
Sizes 16½", 17", 17½" & 18"

Bag
panel design

Applications Dressage, Flatwork

RANCH BLACK

SALA

MILITARY

C upped
block
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Style. Performance. Durability.
Sales: 01922 620233

www.idealsaddle.com
The Old School, Hollyhedge Lane , Walsall, West Midlands WS2 8PZ

Exselle

WRS

Crown

Ideal

Barclay & Co

WRS trees

Beebee &
Beebee

Walsall Riding Saddle

Walsall Riding Saddle
Company’s core saddle
brand since 1946.

Ideal’s European label
since 1986

Ideal’s core saddle
brand since 1964.

Barnsby’s models
under a new name.

Manufacturing saddle
trees since 1946.

Manufacturing saddle
trees since 1870.

Company’s export
brand since 1946.

Carbon Fibre
High-tech, lightweight
high performance
saddle trees.

